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ABSTRACT 

Among the dimensioning predictive techniques 
available to the teletraffic engineer are those 
of theoretical analysis and simulation. 

The FORTRAN-based GASP I I - sys tem provide s a 
means for simulation on small computers. 
Traffic concentrators are simulated as a part 

. of the investigation of the GASP II-system. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In systems without queue structures the simplest 
way to do a simulation is to make a next-event 
simulation based on transition probabilities -
often given the name Kosten-simulation [1] in 
teletraffic theory. When the model is a waiting 
system, however, discrete event simulation is 
generally used. 

Special simulation languages have been developed 
for discrete-event simulation, where timing is 
performed more or less on the compiler level. 
This is a severe restriction when simulating on 
small computers, because they mostly offer no 
better high-level facility than a FORTRAN 
compiler. As a part of a general search for a 
simulation syst~m based on FORTRAN, a program 
system called GASP 11 is investigated. GASP 11 
is written in standard FORTRAN~and was 
originally developed at United Steel Corporation 
[2J • 

The GASP II- .system comprises the following set 
of routines forming the basis . of a general 
simulation system: 

- Input routines 
- Event control routines 
- Statistical routines 
- Output routines 
- Error check routines. 

The central part of the system is a matrix NSET 
consisting of maximum 4 files. File 1 is always 
the event file and the other 3 files are 
available to a specific model • . Each column ' of 
NSET makes an entry of a file, and each row 
represents the attribu~es of that entry. The 
two last rows of NSET form a pointer system for 
the event sequence. 

Two of the attribute~ of each entry must contain 
the event-time and a code given to each type of 
event, i e ~rrival - code I, end of service -
code 2 etc. 

Each time an entry is taken into or out of NSET 
the actual file is updated. The file input/ 
output is channelled through a buffer array. 

The main routine of ·the system has the name 
GASP and represents the executive level. 
GASP takes out from NSET the event time and the 
event code, after which it calls the routine 
EVNTS. EVNTS calls the event routines according 
to the event code. All the routines ~ have access 
to every data through the same COMMON-area. 

Figure 1 shows that a complete simulation system 
consists of a main program, the GASP 11 basic 
system,and the event routines. Non-standard, 
and to be written by the programmer are: 

- The main program • 
• Thia program specifies the computer 

dependent data, i e line printer unit 
number etc - and initialize the whole 
system. 
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- Event routines. 
• The event routines describe such 

parts of the system as; arrival 
process, service process and the 
end-of-~imulation process. 

According to a specific model, the GASP 11-
system will have to be equipped with 
necessary mathematical routines and extended 
versions of the data reading procedure. 

The outlined GASP 11- system is tried out and 
modified to simulate traffic conc~ntrators. 
The following types of concentrator 
configurations are investigated. 

- Concentrator with high and low, p~iority 
terminals and common buffer. 

- Concentrator with high and low priority 
terminals and separate buffers for each 
priority, where low priority messages 
i ncrease their priority with time. 

2. SIMULATION Or TRAFFIC CONCENTRATORS 

Wh~n connecting t~rminals to a central computer 
it is of importance to optimize the utilization 
o f t 'he common equipment • . Before a terminal 
message gains access to the computer, it has 
to pass through a concentrator. Messages from 
the terminals 'are ge..nerally transmitted via 
low-speed lines to the concentrator which 
transmits them to the computer through a high
speed data channel. 

Asynchronous concentrators are simulated, i e 
each terminal line has access to the high-speed 
equipment only in ca~e of a message. This 
means that every message ~nit has to start with 
an address telling ~here in the computer memory 
it is to be stored. As a consequence all the 
messages can be s~ored ~n a common concentrator 
buffer. 

2.1 Model description 

The concentrator ics connected to a number of 
high priority/low priority terminals. The 
concentrator buffer is limited, but may be 
expanded to simulate an infinite queue. The 
model represents a system with full availability 
where all terminals have ' access to every place 
of the buffer. Investigations on time-
sharing installations [3] ,show that, one 
message length • 1 message unit, is a valid 
approximation. 

2.1.1 Concentrator with common buffer and 
binomially distributed message arrivals 
from each t~rminal (figure 2) 

The arrival process of the messages from each 
terminal is assumed to work in the following 
way: 

- The concentrator receives the messages 
from each terminal at discrete points in 
time, and only one ~essage a~ each point. 

- The time points are separated by 
intervals to/m 

to • the time necessary to transmi~ 
one message unit to the data 
channel from the concentrator. 

m • maximum number of message 
arrivals to the concentrator 
in time to' 

Each message arrival is independent of 
e a rlier arrivals. 

This makes a binomial distribution of the 
number of message arrivals p~r time unit from 
each ' terminal. 
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The time interval probability P(I): 
a • t t I-I 

P(I) • -' __ 0 (1- a~) I. 1 •••• 00 
m m 

• probabil ity of a time interval ~ w I 
from one arrival to the next m 

a • ~ • mean number of arrivals 
to per time unit 

p • traffic offered 

Using a random number generator the time 
interval lengths are produced with this 
probability as random deviates. The main program 
determines the starting points of time for 
arrival number one from each terminal, and 

,initiates all non-GASP 11 variables. Control is 
then left to routine GASP which extract an event 
with its event code from file 1 of NSET. The 
event-codes used are , as follows: 

- Event code • 1 
- Event code • 2 
- Event code • 3 

arrival of a message 
service of a mess~ge 
end of simulation 

GASP calls the routine EVNTS, which operates 
the event routines. 

Event code • i· {nitiates the arrival process 
described in routine ARRVL. 

ARRVL determines which terminal sends a message 
first. This message is then arranged for • 
service or considered overflow - after which a 
new message from the same terminal is generated. 
All messages are ranked on an arrival LVF 
(lower value first) basis in the buffer. 

The buffer has a fixed total length and contains 
high- and low priority messages. High priority 
messages are served first. Due to the 
structure of NSET, it is profitable to split 
the buffer into two separate parts so that high 
priority messages go to file 2 of NSET and the 
others , to file 3. 

A model without high priority terminals thus 
makes a specialized version of the model 
described - where file 2 disappears. In ARRVL 
every message is served immediately if the 
buffer contains no queue. 

The service event is represented by the routine 
SCAN. SCAN firstly checks if file 2 contains 
any messages of high priority, in which case 
these are ' served during a service-time • __ 
BKONST • to. After each service a new one is 
sch~duled if the buffer still contains messages. 
If not, the concentrator is made non-operational. 
The non-priority system is a specialized version 
of SCAN. 

2.1.2 Concentrator model with dynamical priority 
and sep,arate buffers for each priority 
(figure 3). Binomially distributed 
arrivals from each terminal 

The model previously described is principally 
the simplest possible priority concentrator. 
Many computer instrllations, however, have their 
time-sharing mechanism working along the 
following lines - the philosophy of which is a 
concentration: 

- On the system cards of a program deck the 
execution time is anticipated. 

This time corresponds to a certain state of 
priority so that a long execution time is 
given a lower priority than a shorter time. 
If the computer~ buffer area has no capacity 
left. no terminal can deliver it~ program -
which may be considered as overflow. 

- An accepted program waiting for execution 
increases in priority as time passes until 
it reaches execution priority. 
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Any existing system will in addition have 
special technical features. Basis, however, is 
a system with dynamical priority. 

From these. considerations a concentrator model 
with high and low priority is constructed. 
Each priority has its own buffer. The arrival 
process is generally the same as described in 
2.1.1, but the service routine, SCAN 11, differs 
considerably due to the time dependent priority. 

When each buffer has a' message queue, a low 
priority message is s~rved first if it h.s been 
waiting a time TCHECK. TCHECK is chosen 
proportional to the queue length NQ of the high 
priority buffer. In addition no more than 
every second message from the low and high, 
priority queues can be served when TCHECK 
starts working. ' 

TCHECK • BKONST· NQ 

2.1.3 Validation and initial/final simulation 
conditions 

A basic requirement for a satisfactory 
simulation is a good random number generator. 
For this investigation a linear congruence 
generator is constructed for a computer with 
a 16 bits word. The generator has been 
considerably tested stat~stically with 
acceptable results. For validation purposes 
the simulations have been performed with 
different starting values of the generator. 

To minimi~e the initialization phase of the 
simulation before the equilibrium conditions, 
the first terminal to send a message is 
generated randomly. Wh~n the simulation time 
limit is exceeded, no more arrivals are 
accepted to the buffers, but mes~ages still in 
the queues are served by means of a routine 
ENDSM. ENDSM does the end of simulation process 
by call 'ing SCAN. 

. 3. SIMULATION RESULTS 

The simulated system produces an extens~ve amount 
of stati~tical data, an extraction of which is 
given in "the accompanying !igures. Table 1 
gives the average waiting time in buffer queue 
for the moael with common buffer. It is seen 
that high priority messages are waiting a 
considerably shorter time when' te..rminal traffic 
is small. When the offered traffic is very 
high, it is clear that no or few low priority 
messages will be served at all. Figure 4 and 5 
show the arrival congestion for the model of 
figure 2 with common buffer and no priority. 
In the same manner figure 6 shows ihe arriva~ 
congestion · for high- and low priority terminals 
for the model of figure 3. 

-

RO v 
Average waiting time [sec] 

High priority Low priority 
messages messaAes 

0.09 1.5 -3 
• 10 ' 3.6 • 10-

3 

0.10 6.0 • 10-
3 

1.2 • 10-
2 

0.11 4.2 • 10-
2 

7.7 • 10-
2 

0.12 8.0 • '10-2 
1.4 • 10-

1 

0.13 8.3 • 10-
2 

1.3 • 10-
1 

- 0.14 1.4 -1 
• 10 ' 2.1 • 10-

1 

0.15 1.5.10-1 
2.3 • 10-

1 

0.20 2."9 • 10-
1 

4.1' • 10-
1 

Table 1 Average waiting time in buffer queue 

Buffer length : 20 
Number of terminals: 10 
Number of high priority terminals : 5 
Terminal line sp~ed: 600 message units/sec 
High-speed line : 4800 message units/sec 
Traffic offered .f rom each terminal: RO [Erlang] 
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4. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The basic syste. 

- This study reveal~ that GASP 11 is a usefull 
tool for noncomplex simulation models. The 
basic philosophy o~ its file structure is 
powerful, however, and gives itself to further 
developments - the most immediate to make the 
matrix NSET dynamic in the number of files. 

The simulated models 

- Results from the non-priority model with 
common buffer queue are compared to the 
analytical results from a similar model with 
binomial traffic offered to all terminals [4]. 
The simulated model indicates less arrival 
congestion than the analytical. The model 
with separate buffer queues offers an arrival 

. congestion in the same area as the previous 
model. High priority terminals, however, meet 
a very low congestion. 
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FIGURE 1 
FunctiOllGI chart of GASP 11 
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FIGURE 5 
ARRIVAL CONGESTION Pl%I. 
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. FIGURE 6 
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